
Computer case  Darkflash DS900 AIR (white) + 6 ARGB Fans Ref: 5905316148987
Computer case  Darkflash DS900 AIR (white) + 7 ARGB Fans

Computer case Darkflash DS900 AIR (white) + 6 ARGB Fans
Discover a new quality among computer cases with the Darkflash DS900 AIR model. The elegant white model is distinguished not only by
its modern design, but also by advanced features that will  meet the expectations of the most demanding users.  With DS900 AIR your
computer will become more efficient, stable and impressive. In the set you will find 6 DM12F 120 mm fans.
 
Stability and design
The unique design of the case with trapezoidal feet and shock-absorbing pads provides exceptional stability, eliminating vibrations. This
is especially important for powerful computers that can generate vibrations during intensive work.
 
Expandable
The DS900 AIR is a model that provides users with ease of expansion. The spacious and easy-to-maintain interior gives you the freedom
to expand. The chassis offers maximum compatibility with a flexible mount that accommodates up to 2 SSDs and 2 HDDs. This provides
excellent options for configuring storage according to individual needs.
 
Protection and cooling
The DS900 Air  allows you to  build  a  powerful  cooling system with the ability  to  mount  multiple  fans and heat  sinks,  ensuring optimal
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working conditions for all components. What's more, the back of the case is equipped with a protective steel mesh that allows for even
more efficient ventilation. This is crucial for maintaining optimal temperatures and effective cooling especially during intensive work.
 
Compatibility and additional slots
The Darkflash DS900 AIR is compatible with ATX, M-ATX and ITX motherboards, providing a wide range of configuration options. It also
features 7 additional slots, a maximum VGA length of 425 mm and a maximum CPU height of 170 mm. The power supply located at the
bottom of the case allows for better organization and cable management.
 
Included
Housing
DM12F 120 mm x6 fan
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
DS900 Air
Color
White
Dimensions
434 x 218 x 454 mm
Material
0.5 mm SPCC
Compatible motherboards
ATX/M-ATX/ITX
HDD/SDD
2/2
Number of additional slots
7
Maximum VGA length
425 mm
Maximum CPU height
170 mm
Power supply
ATX at the bottom
Heatsink system
Side: 240 mm; Top: 240/360 mm
Fan system
Side: 120 mm x 2; Rear: 120 mm x 1; Top: 120 mm x3/140 mm x 2; PSU: 120 mm x 3;
Front panel
Tempered glass
Left panel
Tempered glass
I/O
USB 3.0 x 1/ USB 2.0 x 1/ LED/Power/Reset/HD Audio switch

Price:

€ 119.00
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Gaming, PC Cases
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